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I have been studying tidal disruption events (TDEs) where a white dwarf (WD) is tidally disrupted by an 
intermediate-mass black hole (IMBH). I planned to study event rates and detection rates of this type of WD 
TDEs, but I studied dynamics of the WD TDEs, especially focusing on effects of thermonuclear explosions on 
dynamics of debris of the disrupted WD. The WD can experience the thermonuclear explosions if the encounter 
with the IMBH is close enough and if the tidal compression is strong enough. The thermonuclear explosions 
release nuclear energy, and then significantly affect orbital energy distribution of the WD debris. The orbital 
energy distribution is a principal value in TDEs: it determines mass fallback rate of the debris on to the IMBHs 
and velocity profile of the unbound debris. They are expected to be tightly related to observables of WD 
TDEs.Therefore, it is important to understand how the thermonuclear explosions affect the dynamics of the 
TDE debris. 
First, we checked dependence of the orbital energy distribution on the pericenter radius of the orbit performing 
hydrodynamical simulations of WD TDEs for various parameter cases. We see that the dispersion and mean of 
the orbital energy are almost the same as the specific nuclear energy released by the thermonuclear reactions 
and they are weakly dependent on the pericenter radius. This is inconsistent with a simple picture where the 
WD is spherically pushed by a nuclear burning frame, which leads to the orbital energy dispersion to be about 
ten times larger than the results of the simulations. Then we make a hypothesis that the WD is aspherical y 
pushed by the burning frame because WD is also aspherical at the pericenter due to the tidal disruption. To test 
the hypothesis, we consider a simpler situation mimicking the WD TDE, where a cylindrical flow is pushed by 
the sudden increase of the internal energy of the flow within a certain radius. The velocity profile of the flow 
after the energy increase is our interest because it is analog to how the WD is pushed by the burning flow. I have 
been developing a code to simulate the situation. 
We also revealed that previous knowledge on condition whether TDE happens should be modified. If the 
encounter between the IMBH and WD is too close, they collide with each other and a part of the WD was 



 

 

swallowed by the IMBH, which is a different situation from WD TDEs. Previous studies to derive the boundary 
between the collisions and TDEs ignoring distortion of the WD. We revealed that considering the point, a 
parameter space where TDEs happen is larger than the previous studies. 
 
 
 

I will keep studying the dynamics of the WD TDE debris and aim at publishing journal paper(s). To this end, I 

keep developing the simulation code of the simplified problem. When we succeed to successfully simulate the 

problem, I will perform a parameter study varying the energy added to flow and the radius within which the 

energy is added. Then, I will check the dependence of the velocity profile of the flow after the energy increase 

on those parameters. I will also study the event rates and detection rates of the WD TDEs, which is the topic 

initially planned to be studied, keeping in touch with the host researcher, Prof. Re’em Sari with e-mail and/or 

Skype. 

 

I had very beneficial experiences with the JSPS Overseas Challenge Program for Young Researchers. My 
research field and my view of things are broadened by starting the research project which I did not plan to study. 
I was motivated to study WD TDEs further by Prof. Re’em Sari’s deep insights. I had valuable discussions with 
him and other Israeli researchers on TDEs, which are not available in Japan because there are few TDE 
researchers in Japan. I gave seminar talks in 4 institutes in Israel during the program, and they were good chances 
to promote my research and myself to Israeli researchers. They gave me valuable connections to Israeli 
researchers. 




